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Pinpoint and Resolve Document Process Inefficiencies 
Seventy-five percent of executives recently surveyed by IDC reported that 
poor document-driven business processes had exposed their companies to 
serious business risk, often with major consequences; 36% suffered a 
compliance failure, and over 25% lost key customers or employees.1

Maximizing customer satisfaction, cost savings and compliance requires 
establishing fast and efficient document workflows, and ensuring each step 
in the process is followed. Doing so requires advanced process-aware 
business intelligence (BI) provided by Altosoft.

Unlike other BI tools, Altosoft makes process intelligence possible through 
a sophisticated process state engine and powerful data integration. 
Together they find and compile data artifacts left behind in all systems of 
record used for document processing, including Kofax Capture™ and 
Transformation Modules™, document management systems, ERP and 
other enterprise applications.

Altosoft reconstructs each actual instance of a document-driven process to 
analyze the performance of each step, from start to finish—including 
whether any steps were missed or not performed in the intended order.   
No BPM or business process modeling tools are required. 

By providing new insights at the document process level, Altosoft pinpoints 
where waste, inefficiencies and loss (in time, effort and resources) are 
occurring throughout each process—enabling fast corrective action. 

Altosoft provides a holistic view of your entire document operations process 
to resolve document processing issues and achieve new levels of 
efficiency, effectiveness, and compliance, which might well remain 
unattainable using other BI tools. 

A Complete, Code-Free Analytic Applications Platform 
Altosoft Insight is an end-to-end enterprise platform providing advanced 
analytics beyond traditional BI, including real-time process monitoring and 
analysis to optimize your operational performance. Altosoft provides agile 
data integration, dynamic creation of KPI metrics and rapid visual 
dashboard development using a unique browser-based, drag-and-drop 
interface, with guided, code-free design and data governance features.

Visit our online application library and request a custom demo at 
altosoft.com.

1 IDC: Poor Document Processes Lead to Significant Business Risk 
(June 2012) 
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